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POSITIVE ACTION GROUP (PAG) - Public Meeting

CLIMATE REALITY - Must, Can, Will We CHANGE?
An illustrated Presentation by Paul Craine
Manx Legion Club, Market Hill, Douglas
7:30 pm MONDAY 21st October 2019
The event is free and open to all
As the residents of Laxey will tell you, climate change is a reality.

The 'Climate Reality Project' was founded by Al Gore,former US Vice-President in 2011, and
the project's current chairman. It focuses on climate change education through the training of
volunteers.

The network now has 20,000 members from 154 countries, all committed to organising
presentations and events in their own communities. One of those communities is the IOM.

Paul Craine studied climatology in the 1970's and was drawn towards the Climate Reality
programme.
Earlier this year he attended an intensive course in Minneapolis and qualified as a 'Leader'

One of the greatest strengths of the project lies in the resources made available to its Leaders.
At the heart of these is the renowned "Climate Reality slide deck" which is regularly updated.
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Paul has kindly agreed to share his knowledge, and experience, with the Manx public.
He will use slides from the powerful Gore Reality slide deck, as well as his own slides, relating
to climate change in the IOM

More than a decade ago PAG hosted the IOM Film Premier of Al Gore's Award winning film on
climate change "An Inconvenient Truth".

It was attended by most politicians, yet they still feel the need to sponsor a professor to advise
them on the way forward to tackle the pressing problem of climate change.

It is apposite that, all these years later, Mr Craine is spreading the global Climate Reality
message via PAG. As Al Gore states "The reality we now face implores us to act."

The event is free and open to all
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